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Creative brain behind JEE-O, concept and product designer  Lammert Moerman, only has one wish. 
To enable the world to feel the JEE-O DNA. Introduce bon vivants worldwide to the ultimate 
JEE-O feeling and let them discover the experience of showering and bathing in endless 
atmospheres. 

JEE-O creates products with tranquillity, peace and space for body and mind, always in an ambiance
of functional luxury.          “Our bathroom concepts “Our bathroom concepts 

   are part of our customers lifestyle and          are part of our customers lifestyle and       
  give them an energising experience.  give them an energising experience.””

Lammert Moerman, founder of JEE-O

JEE-O unique bathrooms
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by Edward van Vliet

Together with the well-known Dutch interior designer Edward van Vliet, JEE-O has designed 
a stylish bathroom collection: the bloom series. Like all designs of the top designer, the refined collection
was inspired by nature and geometry.

Van Vliet’s love of nature and geometrical shapes is reflected in the smooth transition from 
facet to round shapes in the design of the baths and basins, and in the hexagonal-shaped 
faucet heads and handles. A sunflower served as inspiration for the shower head.

The timeless bloom collection includes all the elements for optimum bathroom enjoyment: a bath, top 
mounted and freestanding basins, a ceiling shower and wall shower, and accessories. Designed with care 
and vision, they are all eye-catchers with international allure to suit any bathroom.

“I think it is important to have a bathroom where everything is coordinated”, says Edward Van Vliet “The 
bath and the shower must be generous. It’s all about creating worlds. Apart from the fact that everything 
has to function properly, my aim is to enable people to fully embrace the world of water.”  “It is important to have “It is important to have 

   a bathroom where everything    a bathroom where everything 
        is coordinated”        is coordinated”

Edward van Vliet
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Freestanding showers, bath mixer, wall and top mounted basin mixer, wall and ceiling showers, wall 
hand shower, accessories, cabinets, mirrors and a bath and basins .

Available in stainless steel gun metal and DADOquartz

JEE-O bloom series by Edward van Vliet

shower 02 bath mixershower 01
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wall basin mixer bidetbasin mixer valve - cold or hotspout shortspout long
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diverter wall hand shower ceiling showerwall shower
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toilet roll holder toilet brushspare roll holder soap dispenser cup high cup low
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binrobe hook shelf
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towel holdertowel holder
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mirror 45mirror 80mirror 60



bath basinbasin high
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basin ovalbasin low
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Water takes on the shape of the object that contains it. That concept has been the starting point for 
Italian designer Brian Sironi in designing the JEE-O flow series. Up until the moment water flows from 
the faucet and is free to take on any shape, it has the shape of the pipes through which it flows.

Brian Sironi: “We rarely see the pipes; they are hidden away behind walls and under floors. These taps 
and mixers from the flow series reveal the piping, extending it into the bathroom.”

In this series you will find a freestanding and wall mounted shower mixer, a freestanding bath mixer and 
wall and top mounted faucets. The in multiple colour available bath and basins in this series complements 
it fully.  “We rarely see the pipes; “We rarely see the pipes; 

    they are hidden away behind walls     they are hidden away behind walls 
    and under floors    and under floors””

Brian Sironi
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by Brian SironiJEE-O flow series
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wall shower mixer bath mixershower 02

Freestanding shower and bath mixer, wall shower mixer, wall and top mounted 
basin mixers, a bath and basins

Available in brushed stainless steel and white and black colour outside in DADOquartz.

JEE-O flow series by Brian Sironi
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wall basin mixer towel bar
left / right

wall basin mixerbasin mixer floor basin mixer low
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basin mixer high
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mirror 
Ø50 / 80 cm



basinbasin highbath
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SoHo is a vibrant neighborhood in cosmopolitan New York. A dynamic melting pot of cultures 
and styles, and home to countless industrial loft apartments, SoHo is austere and stark. 
This freestanding productline is characterized by the same simplicity. Less is more. Thanks to the 
one-move cartridge in the faucet mechanism, the cleverly designed handle with a tactile rubber 
coating can be operated in the same way as a joystick. All JEE-O soho products are made from 
stainless steel and finished with a dark, all-weather hammer coating for the right industrial look.

The JEE-O soho series is the first productline to result from the alliance between JEE-O and the 
Amsterdam-based design studio Grand & Johnson: creative cosmopolitans working together 
to shape maximal minimalism.

This robust JEE-O soho series designed by Grand & Johnson consists of freestanding shower mixers, 
a freestanding bath mixer, top and wall mounted faucets, mixers, spouts and a hand shower, wall 
and ceiling mounted shower, a bath, basins and accessories to complete your unique bathroom.
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    “Perfection is when “Perfection is when 
    there is no redundancy    there is no redundancy””

Grand & Johnson
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by Grand & JohnsonJEE-O soho series

RAW hammercoated black
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bath mixershower 02shower 01

Freestanding showers and bath mixer, wall and top mounted basin mixers, accessories, mirrors, 
a bath and basins

Available in hammercoated black matt, RAW stainless steel and white and black colour outside in 
DADOquartz.

The JEE-O soho shower 01 won a Red Dot award and a German Design Award.

JEE-O soho series by Grand & Johnson
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mixer spout long spout shortbasin/kitchen mixer bidet wall basin mixer
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toilet roll holder spare roll holder toilet brush
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wall hand shower wall shower ceiling shower
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wall cup robe hook mirror 
Ø30 / 50 cm

soap dish soap dispenser wall soap dispenser
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towel holder

towel rackshelf
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basin high basin lowbasinbath
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The pure series is the embodiment of the natural energizing experience of flowing water. As the
water cascades down from the spout, light is reflected in the water flow. Radiating the purest
feeling that water can give. The pure series has a clean design with an O-ring to regulate both the 
water flow and the temperature.

This beautiful JEE-O pure series is designed by Lammert Moerman and consists of a freestanding 
shower, wall and top mounted faucets and a freestanding and wall mounted bath mixer.

Lammert Moerman

          “With our freestanding icons “With our freestanding icons 
 we wish to give people freedom to     we wish to give people freedom to    
    design the bathroom they desire     design the bathroom they desire 
            for an energizing experience.            for an energizing experience.””
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by Lammert MoermanJEE-O pure series
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Photo: Andor Cohenno  project: Intercodam Amsterdam, Th Netherlands
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shower 01 shower 02 bath mixer

JEE-O pure series 
by Lammert Moerman

Freestanding showers and bath mixer, wall bath mixer, wall and top mounted basin mixers. 

Available in brushed and polished stainless steel.
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basin mixer high basin mixer setbasin mixer low wall bath mixer spout wall basin mixer
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bath

Freestanding bath and basin made from DADOquartz.

Available in white.

JEE-O maya series
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basin bath basin

Freestanding bath and basin made from DADOquartz.

Available in white.

JEE-O moloko series
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bath

Freestanding bath and basin made from DADOquartz.

Available in white.

JEE-O elaine series
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basin bath

Freestanding bath made from DADOquartz.

Available in white.

JEE-O acanthus bath
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basin

Freestanding basin made from DADOquartz.

Available in white.

JEE-O annelli basin
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Freestanding basin made from DADOquartz.

Available in white.

JEE-O mango basin

basin
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basin

Freestanding basin made from DADOquartz.

Available in white.

JEE-O blue basin 
by Egoista for hotel Blue Nijmegen
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JEE-O slimline series

This JEE-O slimline series is distinguished by the simplified forms and consists of a freestanding shower, 
freestanding bath mixers, top and wall mounted faucets, spouts a diversity of mixers and wall hand 
showers, wall and ceiling mounted shower heads and a body jet.

Adding colour to your bathroom helps creating a warm and luxurious atmosphere. The JEE-O 
slimline series is therefore available in brushed, structured black and bronze (pvd coated). 
All products are made from high quality stainless steel.
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structured black bronzebrushed
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shower 01 bath 01 bath mixer 02

JEE-O slimline series
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bidet pillar tap wall basin mixerbasin mixer floor basin mixer high basin mixer
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spout long 90 spout 90 mixer 01 smallspout long spout spout short
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thermostat diverter valvemixer 01 mixer 02 mixer TH
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shower setwall hand shower wall shower bar
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wall shower
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ceiling shower body jetshower head large 
Ø40 cm

shower head 
Ø28.5 cm

shower head small 
Ø25 cm



wall cup robe hook
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toilet brush wall soap dispensertoilet roll holder spare roll holder
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towel holder

towel rack amsterdam bath amsterdam basin
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dubai bath dubai basin london bath london basin
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rio bath
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rio basin smallrio basin large
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JEE-O toilets

JEE-O toilets are unique. With their organic shape they are dedicated to the daily rituals. 
The toilets have a minimalistic design and give you comfort with the soft close and quick release seat.

JEE-O toilets are made from ceramic and available in a white and black matt finish. They match perfectly 
with the JEE-O baths and basins made from DADOquartz as well with the JEE-O series in black.
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toilet

Wall mounted rimless toilet with soft close

JEE-O toilet black
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toilet

Wall mounted rimless toilet with soft close

JEE-O toilet white
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JEE-O original series

Freestanding shower mixers and bath mixer. 

Available in brushed and polished stainless steel.
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shower 02 shower 02THshower 01
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shower 04 bathshower push
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JEE-O fatline series

Freestanding shower mixers. 

Available in brushed and polished stainless steel.
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shower 01 shower 02 shower 02TH
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shower push shower 04
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Make your JEE-O wellness experience complete with the various JEE-O components. 

Available in stainless steel in a variety of colours and finishes.

JEE-O components
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wall bracket basin plug siphon
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angle valve shower holder
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Rituals Cosmetics stores  world wide    www.rituals.com

Hotel MANNA Nijmegen  Nijmegen, The Netherlands   www.mannanijmegen.nl

Finest Playa Mujeres   Quintana Roo, Mexico   www.excellence-resorts.com

Excellence Oyster Bay   Jamaica   www.excellenceresorts.com

Kuramathi Island Resort      Rasdhoo Atoll, Maldives   www.kuramathi.com

Maafushivaru    Maldives   www.maafushivaru.com

Marriott Edition  Bodrum, Turkey    www.editionhotels.com
 

Van der Valk Hotel Apeldoorn, The Netherlands   www.valkexclusief.nl

SLS Brickel     Miami, Florida, USA   www.slshotels.com

Latitude hotel    Malawi   www.latitudehotels.com

Marriott Hotel & Spa Malta, Greece    www.marriott.com

Mykonos Grand        Mykonos, Greece   www.mykonosgrand.gr

Marble AMA Andalusia      Huelva, Spain   www.ama-hotels.com

The Ritz-Carlton Aruba   Aruba   www.ritzcarlton.com

Hotel Blue Nijmegen   Nijmegen, The Netherlands   www.blue-nijmegen.nl

The Farm Inn Country Hotel  Pretoria, South Africa   www.farminn.co.za

Nautilus Hotel    Miami Beach, Florida, USA   www.sixtyhotels.com

Papagayo Beach & Lounge  Jan Thiel, Curaçao   www.papagayo-beach.com

Kempinsky Hotel    Muscat, Oman   www.kempinski.com

Excellence El Carmen   Punta Cana, Dominican Republic   www.excellenceresorts.com

Rockwell Island    North Bimini, Bahamas   www.rockwellisland.com

Boutique Hotel Lartor Unterammergau, Austria   www.lartor.de

Olhuveli Resort     Maldives (Royal Pavillion Villas)   www.sunsiyam.com

W Hotel     Amsterdam, The Netherlands   www.wamsterdam.nl

JEE-O references
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JEE-O works with carefully selected solid surfaces materials. Slight variations in the aesthetic appearance 
of the product including the colour, may occur after exposure to atmospheric influences such as sunlight, 
pollution or harmful chemicals. This does not affect the product performance in any manner. Situation 
specific care and maintenance instructions may apply. For our general cleaning and maintenance 
recommendations, visit our website www.jee-o.com

Exceptionally strong
Full-bodied, 100% solid 
structure. Engineered & 

tested in accordance with 
stringent technical criteria.

Easy care - Easy repair
Hand finished to ensure a 

smooth, luxurious look 
which is easy to clean.Small 
damages are easy to repair. 

Unique design
Unique products that give 
freedom of design and fit 
perfectly within the JEE-O 

collection. 

Clean-Hygienic
Non-porous material 

ensures an easy to clean 
surface, resistant to 

micro-organisms and 
bacterial growth. 

Lightweight material
Due to the material all 

DADOquartz products are 
lightweight. 

Benefits DADOquartz material

Quality-Assurance
A 25 year lifetime warranty 
on defects in materials or 

craftsmanship.

Easy installation
Easy to install with space 
underneath the bath for 

plumbing. 

100% UV resistant
Natural matt stone 

appearance & extreme UV 
resistant, your bath will 

retain its colour. 

Soft warm touch
Due to its high heat 

retention properties, your 
bath will heat up quickly 

and remain warm.

Solid stainless steel 
The full stainless steel body 
provides superb durability 
also on the build-in parts, 
high mechanical strength 
and resistance to thermal 

shock and corrosion. 

Selected high 
quality components

The best components are 
selected to excel. 

Engineered and tested 
against international criteria 

and standards, for a 
trustworthy performance.

Everlasting
Stainless steel is everlasting 
and if needed re-usable. It is 
the more sustainable choice. 

Even more so, when 
combined with our 

‘cold-start’ progressive 
mixers and flow reducers.

Synergies within collections
Complete series offering a 
broad range of choice from 
shower and faucet to bath, 
basin and accessories. All 

designed to match and make 
a true design statement.

Unique design
Outspoken freestanding 

items, that give you freedom 
to design fitting to your 

needs. Feel energised by your 
choice of interior design and 

when experiencing the 
wellness the products bring. 

Hygienic and safe 
Stainless steel is the safe 
choice. Use the products 

worry free, because there is 
no unwanted release of 
substances in the water.

Quality assurance
Seven years warranty on our 
taps and showers guarantee 
against production defects.
It is the standard, not just an 

option.

Benefits stainless steel material

Easy care – easy repair
Made from strong material 

and with high grade 
finishes. This product is easy 

to clean and maintain. 
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JEE-O photo index
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Page 8-9

JEE-O bloom series
Photo: JEE-O 
Project: Milan, Italy

Featured items: 

cup high - 601-0037, cup low - 601-0047, mirror 60 - 601-0117, 
wall basin mixer - 600-1506 basin low - SWMBAS80 and soap dispenser - 601-0056

Page 10-11

JEE-O bloom series
Photo: JEE-O 
Project: Milan, Italy

Featured items: 

bath mixer - 600-3116 and bath - SBM074

Page 32-33

JEE-O flow series
Photo: JEE-O  
Project: Brisbane, Australia

Featured items: 

wall basin mixer - 500-1500, basin, mirror 80 -  501-0127 and 
wall shower mixer - 500-6910

Page 34-35

JEE-O flow series
Photo: JEE-O  
Project: Venice, Italy

Featured items: 

wall basin mixer towel bar - 500-1570, basin high - SWMBAS72, mirror 80 -  501-0127 
bath - SBM069, bath mixer - 500-3010 and shower 02 - 500-6110

Page 46-47

JEE-O soho series
Photo: JEE-O 
Project: New York, USA

Featured items: 

bath mixer - 700-3112, bath - SBM068, towel rack - 701-0062, shower 02 - 700-6212, 
towel holder - 701-0072

Page 48-49

JEE-O soho series - RAW
Photo: JEE-O 
Project: Berlin, Germany

Featured items: 

towel holder - 701-0060, mixer 700-2200, wall hand shower - 700-6910, 
shelf - 701-0080, wall shower - 700-6900, bath - SBM068 (artwork by Pablo Lücker) and 
bath mixer - 700-3110

Page 50-51

JEE-O soho series
Photo: JEE-O 
Project: New York, USA

Featured items: 

shower 01 - 700-6102, basin high - SWMBAS69, wall basin mixer - 700-1502
mirror 30 - 701-0112 and mirror 50 - 701-0122

Page 66-67

JEE-O pure series
Photo: JEE-O 
Project: Kyoto, Japan

Featured items: 

acanthus bath - SBM033, bath mixer - 300-3311, annelli basin - SWMBAS37 
wall basin mixer - 300-1501

Page 68-69

JEE-O pure series
Photo: Kusters fotografie for JEE-O  
Project: Rituals Cosmetics, world wide

Featured items: 

wall basin mixer set - 006-0001

Page 36-37

JEE-O flow series
Photo: JEE-O  
Project: Venice, Italy

Featured items: 

wall basin mixer towel bar - 500-1570, basin high - SWMBAS72, mirror 80 -  501-0127 
bath - SBM069, bath mixer - 500-3010
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Page 70-71

JEE-O pure series
Photo: Andor Cohenno  
Project: Intercodam Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Featured items: 

dubai bath - SBM059 and dubai basin - SWMBAS61 (JEE-O slimline series), bath mixer - 300-3310 
and wall basin mixer - 300-1500

Page 72-73

JEE-O pure series
Photo: Kusters Fotografie for JEE-O  
Project: Berg en Dal, The Netherlands

Featured items: 

moloko basin - SWMBAS20 and basin mixer high - 300-1750

Page 118

JEE-O original series
Photo: Kusters Fotografie for JEE-O  
Project: Hotel Manna, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Featured items: 

shower 02 - 100-6210

Page 114

JEE-O toilet
Photo: JEE-O  
Project: Oslo, Norway

Featured items: 

toilet roll holder - 801-0014 (JEE-O slimline series), spare roll holder - 801-0024 (JEE-O slimline series) 
toilet white - 007-1007 and toilet brush - 801-0034 (JEE-O slimline series)

Page 120-121

JEE-O original series
Photo: Versteegh Design and House of Wellness  
Project: Spa Domburg, Domburg, The Netherlands

Featured items: 

shower 01 - 100-6100

Page 92-93

JEE-O slimline series
Photo: Fox en De Haan  
Project: LoftNes, Hotel Zee van Tijd, Ameland The Netherlands

Featured items: 

amsterdam basin - SWMBAS62 – black and basin mixer high - 800-1753

Page 88-89

JEE-O slimline series
Photo: JEE-O  
Project: Oslo, Norway

Featured items: 

Basin mixer high - 800-1754, amsterdam basin - SWMBAS62 – black, robe hook - 801-0104 
bath mixer 02 - 800-3014, amsterdam bath - SMB060 - black, towel holder - 801-0063
wall shower combination 02 - 801-6434

Page 124

JEE-O fatline series
Project: Stone Company & Arjen Reas Architects

Featured items: 

shower 02 - 200-6210

Page 126-127

JEE-O fatline series
Photo: Kusters Fotografie for JEE-O
Project: Berg en Dal, The Netherlands

Featured items: 

shower 02 - 200-6210

Page 90-91

JEE-O slimline series
Photo: JEE-O  
Project: Oslo, Norway

Featured items: 

wall shower combination 02 - 801-6434, toilet white - 007-1007 (JEE-O toilets) and 
toilet brush - 801-0034



www.jee-o.com

#jeeoworld  @jeeoworld
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